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SRAM X-Sync 2 Eagle SL
32T 12-speed Offset 3mm
lunargrey DM (Boost)
sprocket

Price 107.28 €

Availability
Availability 2-5 days

(external warehouse)

Number 409100237

Producer code 11.6218.042.016

EAN 710845827273

Product description
SRAM is an American brand specializing in the production of bicycle accessories. The company was founded in 1987 and has
since become one of the world's leading manufacturers of bicycle components. SRAM produces a wide range of products that
are available for riders of all levels. The brand is known for its innovative technological solutions, such as wireless shifting
systems, as well as its high-quality products for professional cyclists and bicycle enthusiasts. The brand is known for its high-
quality products, which are recognized and trusted by cyclists around the world.

SRAM X-Sync 2 Eagle sprocket
(Check the product name for the right variant)

 

Manufacturer: SRAM
Chain crown size: 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 teeth
Bolt circle diameter (BCD): Direct mount (DM)
Number of gears: 12
Compatibility - Yaw: No
Material (Chain Crown): Aluminum, Steel.
Color (Chain Crown): Black, Gold

TheSRAM X-SYNC 2 Eagle™ sprocket is the result of superior Eagle™technology, providing the ultimate in bicycle drive. It
is an innovative solution that results in smooth, quiet, durable and efficient drivetrains that are second to none.

This sprocket was created through careful research by SRAM's experienced drivetrain engineers. They analyzed the
performance and wear characteristics of thousands of X-SYNC™chainrings, resulting in a longer and more efficient tooth
shape. This specially designed shape works perfectly with the new Eagle™chain, providing not only the confidence to hold the
chain in place, but also increasing pedaling efficiency. Most importantly, the SRAM X-SYNC 2 Eagle™sprocket reduces
friction, noise and wear. This means it's ideal for discerning cyclists who strive for superior performance and durability. This
sprocket is a key component of your bike that will make your rides unforgettable, guaranteeing a superior experience on
every ride.

 

Eagle™ Technology for the Highest Quality Bike Drive: The SRAM X-SYNC 2 Eagle™ sprocket utilizes advanced
Eagle™ technology for unparalleled bicycle drive quality.
Works with Eagle™ Chain: The tooth shape of the sprocket works perfectly with the new Eagle™ chain for increased
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pedaling efficiency.
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